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Head Teacher’s Comment
I cannot say how happy I am to be writing this today and to see all of the children back in
school. I hope that you have all had a good start to the new academic term?
We undertook training and delivery of a therapeutic curriculum for the children at the
beginning of term. This was to support you all in a smooth transition back into school. We
have also settled into new routines like staggered starts and finishes and handwashing and
sanitising. All of which both staff and children are still adapting to.
We have welcomed some new staff to school and I know they are looking forward to getting
to know you all. Things again will be very different and details of consultation evenings etc
will be shared nearer the date, and when we have worked out the logistics.
We also have new arrivals in the fields with two lambs that have arrived today to replace
the ones that sadly passed away. You need to get your thinking caps on for names.
We now have a bus in the grounds that will support our outside learning and give a place of
refuge in bad weather. We have great plans for it in the future, but for now it will be used
as is and as a classroom/ hide etc. It also has a hardstand covered area for wellies etc.
As always we have some great plans for further development of the grounds and
curriculum. Please watch this space!
Once again I need to say ‘Welcome back, we missed you’

Reception
We are so proud of the way the children in Reception are settling in to the routine of being at school.
They are getting used to their new teachers and routines, beginning to make new friends and exploring
their new environment.
In the creative areas, they have enjoyed making kites and pictures with gems and glitter. They have been
practicing their cutting skills and had a go at writing their names.
On Friday they had their first outing to the big field and enjoyed a run around in the grass very much.

They have started to learn numbers and sounds through songs and are looking forward to starting the
new topic ‘Reach for the stars’.
In Reception, we have been continuing to settle in and make new friends, and learn about each other.
This week the children have been making self-portraits in paint, and also in playdough. Last week we
visited the chickens, but the highlight of the week was celebrating MacMillan Cancer Trust by eating
tasty treats together at morning snack.

Year 1
Year One are thriving being back at school! It has been marvellous to see the children settle into the
new school year so well.
We have been focusing on our wellbeing as it can be tricky coming back to school after so much time
at home. This has entailed yoga on the field, cloud gazing, regular dance parties, daily circle time
sessions where we check-in on the children emotionally, adventures in nature and walking the mile
everyday. The children have loved it!
As our focus has been on emotions, we have been reading ‘The Colour Monster’, ‘My Monster and Me’
and ‘The Bad Mood Cloud and the Stick’. This has provided a great opportunity for the children to
discuss how they are feeling and explore their different emotions. We are aiming to widen their
vocabulary around their feelings and we encourage lots of discussion to take place at home too. The
children have been showing off their amazing art skills by creating self- portraits, painting monsters
and crafting their own 3D Bad Mood clouds.
The weather has been beautiful and the children have really enjoyed spending so much time outdoors,
exploring the various areas we are so blessed with. This has included den building by the broken oak,
visiting the sheep in the meadow, rediscovering their favourite parts of the dell and running free across
the fields. We hope the weather stays this lovely for quite a while but please ensure your child has
wellies/outdoor shoes at school, just in case.
Our learning this term will be focused around the storybook ‘Rosie Revere, Engineer’ by Andrea Beaty.
Its themes are around determination, fearlessness and problem solving. We will be discovering
different ways we can build our very own great gizmos, using our Science and Maths knowledge like a
real engineer.
In English, our writing focus will be writing sentences that contain a capital letter, finger spaces and a
full stop. The children will be becoming more independent in using their phonics knowledge to sound
out words by themselves. A huge focus this term will be on letter formation and ensuring letters start
and end in the correct place. I’m sure your child would love to show off their handwriting at home, so
please encourage lots of practice. We are already so impressed with their enthusiasm to improve their
writing!
Our learning in Science will be the changing seasons with a focus on Autumn. We are encouraging
discussions about signs of Autumn each day whilst outdoors and I’m sure they would love to impress
you with their knowledge, so please ask them lots of questions at home about this. The children are
great at identifying the weather and the changing colours of the trees.
Thank you for your ongoing support to this new year, it has been terrific to have the children back!

Year 2
Welcome back to you all! The Year two team have been really impressed with how well the children
have settled back into school. They have had so much to contend with over the past few months and
the children have shown real determination and patience. The children have good hand hygiene
throughout the day and understand that the new measures are how we are going to keep each other
safe in school.
Since the beginning of term, we have been getting to know each other as well as building back up
children’s mental health and well-being which is vital so that we can get them to access the learning
for their new year group curriculum.
The children then explored all the different emotions to gain a better
understanding of how they might feel in different situations. They had
great fun painting their very own worry monsters. We read the book ‘The
Big Bag of Worries’ and discussed how important it is to talk to someone
about anything. They are constantly being reminded that no worry is too
big or too small.

We have exploring and learning in our fantastic outdoor environment. The children have been able to
produce some amazing sculptures and art work, inspired by Andy Goldsworthy, using natural materials
and made their own bubble wands to investigate whether the shape and size made a difference to the
bubbles.

Florence Nightingale is a key figure in History and Year Two have been learning about the amazing
difference she made to nursing. They can talk about the timeline of her life and are learning to use
bandages to support wounded soldiers.
We are back doing our daily mile which the children love. Exercise is so important, so this is a great
opportunity to get outside and stretch our legs. It has also enable us to bond with the children with can
keep up with!
Each class has a class mascot that acts as an incentive to keep us motivated. The mascot will be given to
one child everyday as Star of the Day.

Year 3
We would like to start by saying how wonderful it has been to have all of the children back at school. We have
thoroughly enjoyed seeing their super smiles, hearing their amazing ideas and watching them interact with their
friends after such a strange and difficult time. We appreciate your support whilst we get to grips with our new
routines and procedures.
Our primary focus has been on the children’s wellbeing. We have used aspects
of the Therapeutic Teaching Program to support the children in their transition
back to school. We are so proud of how the children have responded to this
and they have approached activities with such enthusiasm and positivity. The
children used sticks to reflect on how they were feeling, developing their
emotional awareness.
We have spent lots of time learning outside the classroom to make the most of both the glorious weather and
our wonderful school grounds. In the Dell the children have undertaken a variety of activities such as circle time,
natural art and enjoying some mindful moments. They have also created their own fun stories by exploring a
range of images from familiar tales with some fantastic results.

Each day we have completed the daily mile and have encouraged the children to be mindful whilst walking,
enjoying their surroundings and the beauty of nature. The sheep and chickens were delighted to have the children
smile at them!
We have further engaged with our environment by lying on the grass to gaze at the clouds drifting in the breeze
and to observe the movement of birds. This has been highly relaxing for the children and they have told us that
they would like to do this again. We have also thought about our surroundings using our senses, identifying the
things that we love to hear, smell, see and touch through our nature walks from the week.

The children loved participating in a paper chain challenge in which they had to make the longest paper chain
using only one piece of A4 paper. We were so impressed by the resilience and determination that the children
showed!
We discussed what happens when we are feeling angry. Using a balloon, we modelled to the children what can
happen when we feel angry. We pumped the balloon up with all of the things that make us feel angry until it
was so full that it burst! This is like what can happen to our bodies when we go into fight, flight or freeze mode.
We will continue to work on feelings and emotions over the coming weeks and support the children with
recognizing how to be calm and happy.

Year 4
It has been lovely to welcome the children back to our therapeutic classrooms.
They have been full of smiles and enthusiasm which is a fantastic start to Year 4. They are transitioning well to
being upstairs and responding well to new hygiene routines and taking responsibility for organising their personal
possession.

Some children do seem quite tired still, so please continue to encourage them to be going to bed on time.

Curriculum & Learning
As well as transitioning and setting expectations for the new year, we have also spent considerable amounts of
time outside developing our team-building, problem-solving, spoken language, creative and science skills to name
but a few as well as encouraging the children to be more self-aware of their emotions as part of our commitment
to a ‘Wellbeing Curriculum’ – putting mental health and emotional wellbeing at the core of education. We will be
helping our children to develop 4 key qualities in order to flourish in life as part of our broader school vision:
Mental Health, Self-belief, a Positive Mindset and Emotional Intelligence.

Some of our outdoor activities have included blackberry picking and negotiating the brambles; observing
different species of trees and drawing and comparing their foliage, developing our repertoire of competitive
drama games and interviewing to develop concentration, teamwork and confidence to speak aloud, regular
walks in the fields, broken oak area, dell and sheep field whilst making scientific observations about wildlife and
nature in readiness for our next science topic on habitats.
We also created ‘Hope’ symbols as part of our new theme ‘Reach for the Stars’ which also links to ‘Hope’ Value of
the Month too.

The sheep and chickens now look much more eager to see us since the break and we have had some very
interesting discussions about slug types, slime and their intestines – all child led!
We have also practised drawing everyday objects and learning how to draw animals through simple steps,
marbling techniques and creating silhouettes.

PE Days & Outdoors
Until we are able to offer access to swimming in Y4, we will have 2 PE sessions each week. These will be on Mon
and Wed.
If you would prefer that your child wears their P.E kit into school, they will stay in their P.E kit for the remainder
of the day and will not need their school uniform to change back into. This will come into effect from 21st
September 2020.
A gentle reminder that your child should have a pair of wellies/outdoor shoes for wet weather in school at all
times. They are also welcome to have waterproof trousers as in wet weather clothing may get splattered.





Homework- This will commence after assessment week. This will include:
Daily Times Table Rockstars
Mathletics – set and due in on a Wed
Spelling - set via the class blog focussing on a rule you can access on spelling https://spellingframe.co.uk/
(more details to follow)

Assessments - The children have completed some initial assessments and we have heard your child read although
this will be reviewed ongoing. We will contact If there is anything we need to make you aware of specifically to
help your child this term but please do email us if you need further guidance meanwhile. There is also information
about Maths and Reading on the Y4 class blog pages too.
https://www.downley.bucks.sch.uk/page/?title=Year+Group+Information&pid=342

Mrs Fyfe & Miss Donelly

Year 5
Last week we began to read our quality text ‘Who let the Gods out’. We began with a super starter
related to the Signs of the Zodiac, linking to the constellations. Now that the nights are getting darker
earlier, it would be a great opportunity to go outside and look for the constellations. There are many
apps for your smart phone, to help spot each of the constellations. Within the text, next week we will
be learning more about the personalities behind the Zodiac signs.

In Maths, the children have been exploring numbers up to one million. The children have used place
value grids to develop their understanding. We have continued this understanding into decimal
numbers.
During PSHE lesson in the Broken Oak, the children discussed what makes a healthy friendship and how
to include children when they feel left out.
We have looked at Greek Dancing and the children have started to create group dances. We will continue
to work on more steps over the next few weeks.
The days are getting colder, especially for our morning Golden Mile. Please ensure the children have
coats and outdoor shoes.

Year 6
It’s been a busy few weeks in Year 6! Well done children for all your hard work during assessment week.
We are back to normal timetable and the children are showing excellent attitudes to learning.
The ‘Nowhere Emporium’ by Ross MacKenzie has captivated the children in English. They discussed their
first impressions by using evidence in the text to justify their opinions. They annotated features used in
the text and wrote some fantastic descriptions of their own!
Maths lessons have focused on place value and partitioning numbers up to ten million. This week, we
have also started to look at the order of operations, using the rule of BODMAS. The children used
interlink cubes and pictorial images to show different calculations, to further show their understanding
of this concept.
In Science, the children have been learning outdoors to classify plants, using Venn diagrams. We then
looked at classifying animals in the classroom.
Finally, we have started lessons on Puberty that the children are finding both interesting and useful.
More information on these sessions and what is covered can be found on the school website.
Homework:





Please continue to support your child by listening to them read.
Spelling links will be uploaded to the school website.
Activities will be posted every Monday on Mathletics.
Also look out for tournaments on TT Rockstars.

Family Worker

Family Worker

Outdoor Learning
We have a new outdoor classroom! After a good deep clean we will be using our new bus as
an additional classroom. It’s perfectly positioned as an animal viewing gallery so we can spy
on all the partridge, pheasants and kites we have on site.

We now have a welly swap at school. If you have any spare wellies to donate please place
them in the green donations box for steam cleaning. If you require a pair then please feel
free to take a pair. Please remember that all children really need a pair of wellies in school
as the grass is very wet in the mornings now.

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for this
academic year.

Whole School Attendance w/c 31st August 2020
97.25%
Whole School Attendance w/c 7th September 2020
96.74%
Whole School Attendance w/c 14th September 2020
93.92%
Whole School Attendance w/c 21st September 2020
96.68%
Whole School Attendance w/c 28th September 2020
97.76%

School Office
Inset Day
There will be a staff training day on Monday 30th November 2020. The school
will be closed to all pupils.

Flu Vaccinations
Flu Vaccinations will be carried out on Thursday 19th November.
information from the School Nursing Team will follow in due course.

More

Drop off and Collection
Please adhere to your designated drop off and collection times as we have had
some early and late arrivals and collections. To ensure a socially distant
entrance and exit of the school premises it is important you stick to the timings
given.
Thank you to those parents who arrive at their designated time and wear
masks whilst on the school site.

Bikes & Scooters
A Polite reminder pupils should not ride bikes or scooters whilst on the school
site.

